Certification
Management
Solutions

Certification Management,
Simplified. Engage and Train
Beyond the Enterprise!
Pushing training initiatives out to an external audience using an LMS
streamlines costs while increasing sales and customer satisfaction. ePath’s
Learning Management Technology makes it possible for you to not only
train, engage and certify learners, but also to address the unique needs of
multiple audiences and groups, such as customer, partners or your sales
channel, using a centralized learning platform.

ePath Learning is the ideal
partner for organizations
seeking a comprehensive
online certification
management solution.
Our cloud-based learning
management technology helps
you securely manage your
certification initiatives from
start to finish. Our technology
is backed by unparalleled
customer support services!
Would you like to discuss
managing your certification
initiatives?
Contact us today:
sales@ePathLearning.com
Or by phone (860) 444-8090

A Complete Solution for Defining and Managing Certification
Programs
Our Learning Management Technology offers a complete solution for
certification management. You can easily establish certification learning
paths, develop courses and monitor individual requirements. ePath’s LMS
technology tracks attendance, course completions, test scores, and even
generates reports that provide an instant overview of pending and
completed certifications.
Your Certification Programs, Your Unique Set of Rules
Our LMS technology lets you customize your certification programs based
on your needs and can accommodate even the most sophisticated
certification requirements. You can flexibly schedule prerequisites, optional
and mandatory courses or support materials. Furthermore, you can provide
each unique user group with a branded gateway to their own unique set of
courses and materials. Tailoring your content improves engagement and
ultimately, learning outcomes!
Blended Content Support
Our powerful authoring tool lets your team create engaging eLearning
courses. Existing PowerPoint presentations can be converted quickly into
eLearning courses or you can use the authoring tool to develop content
from scratch. Self-checks, quizzes, tests and assessments are easily
configured to meet your stringent certification requirements. Our LMS
technology includes a document and media library where SCORM or AICC
compliant courses, third party course materials, reference materials, videos,
and other multimedia can be uploaded and stored for easy distribution.
In today's competitive environment, training programs shouldn't
stop with your internal workforce. Our Learning Management
Technology enables you to reach multiple audiences through the same
platform, to give them a customized and engaging certification
experience!
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